
 

     REISEN TIL JULESTJERNEN (JOURNEY TO THE CHRISTMAS STAR) is a Fourth Quarter LVCA 

dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd. 

 

13 of a possible 20 points                                                                            ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

 

Czech Republic   2012   color   77 minutes   live action feature holiday fantasy dubbed in 

English   Moskus Film / Film Fund FUZZ / Norwegian Film Institute / Nordisk Film & TV Fond / 

A Sigurd Karoliussen / Jan Eirik Langøen Production   Producers: Storm Rosenberg,  

Sigurd Mikal Karoliussen, Jan Eirik Langøen 

 

Points: 

1          Direction: Nils Gaup (PATHFINDER) 

1          Editing: Per-Erik Eriksen 

1          Cinematography: Odd Reinhard Nicolaysen   Aerial DP: Peter Degerfeldt* 

1          Lighting: Thomas Lund, Marek Radolf, Kim Bach 

            Special Visual Effects: Marcus Brodersen, Grant Regan, Karel Pomahac, 

            Lars Erik Hansen, Oystein Larsen, Einar Martinsen, Heidi Dahle, Kjetil Haugen, 

            Kai Kiønig Bortne, others  

1          Screenplay: Kamilla Krogsveen based on a play by Sverre Brandt 

            Script Supervisor: Mia Jensen 

2          Music: Gaute Storäs, Johann Halvorsen*    

2          Production Design: Martin Gant    

            Art Director: Martin Vackar 

            Props: Jiri Macke 

            Costume Design: Kjell Nordstrøm 

2          Sound Design: Baard Ingebretsen*     Supervising Sound Editor: Baard Ingebretsen* 



            Sound Effects: Ingar Ardahl, Roy Fenstad 

            Dialogue Editor: Petter Fladeby 

            Sound Recording: Roman Rigo, Tomas Vanoucek 

            Sound Mixer: Tomas Naug 

            Casting: Ina Sofie Thingvold 

1          Acting 

1          Creativity 

13 total points 

 

Cast: Vilde Zeiner (j) (Sonja / Goldenhair, age 14, a princess), Anders Baasmo Christensen 

(King, father of Sonja / Goldenhair), Agnes Kittelsen (Witch), Stig Werner Moe (Count),  

Eilif Hellum Noraker (j) (Moss, a gnome boy), Kristin Zachariassen (Moss’s mother),  

Andreas Cappelen (Moss’s father), Knut Walle (Father Christmas), Sofie Asplin (j)  

(Witch’s Daughter), Jakob Oftebro (Ole, a servant lad), Evy Kasseth Røsten  

(Pettrina, a kitchen maid), Jarl Goli (Astrologer), Brit Elisabeth Haagensti (Thief’s Mother), 

Vera Rudi (j) (Boy Thief), others 

 

     REISEN TIL JULESTJERNEN (JOURNEY TO THE CHRISTMAS STAR) has a Norwegian title and 

literary source, but was shot in the Czech Republic. Directed by Oscar-winner Nils Gaup 

(PATHFINDER), it concerns the adventures of a teenage girl who seizes an opportunity 

afforded by a carelessly unlocked door to escape from captivity in a den of thieves. Pursued 

relentlessly by former housemates, heroine Sonja takes advantage of a conveniently stopped 

horse cart to get a free ride into her monarch’s castle.  

     In most films, that would bring an abrupt end to the chase. Not in this one. Her captor 

tracks the girl down and, aided by two ragamuffin pickpockets, attempts to coerce Sonja into 

theft from the royal kitchen. When she refuses to obey, a struggle ensues. It’s interrupted by 

a manservant’s alarm. All four intruders are hauled before the monarch for judgement. After 

hearing both sides of the issue, the king orders Sonja’s release and expulsion of her pursuers.  

     Yet his dog Bruno’s behavior puzzles the ruler. Why is he so accepting of the trespassing 

girl, as if he knew her from some previous encounter? 

     This is no riddle for viewers, who have already been introduced to the royal family by 

means of a storybook narration recounting why this particular kingdom is wrapped in 

continual darkness. It seems unending night began when Princess Goldenhair set out to 

locate the Christmas Star and never returned. That lost child caused her mother to die of 

sorrow soon thereafter. When the king cursed the star for his bereavement, it disappeared, 

much like Goldenhair. That happened nine years earlier. It was subsequently predicted the 

king would never again see his child unless she was located before the tenth year after the 

astral malediction began.  



     Time is running out for preserving star and daughter. 

     An astrologer comes before the grieving father claiming to know the Christmas Star’s 

whereabouts. He asserts it can be brought back to the king before the tenth year begins, even 

though quite remotely positioned.  

     Already it is Christmas Eve. Leaving a mere week to manage the star’s recovery. 

     The foreign visitor has a competitor. For Sonja, now free to travel where she will, vows to 

find the Christmas Star herself and bring it back to her benefactor. She’s likelier to accomplish 

this than her rival, because he’s a fraud, in the pay of an ambitious Count, brother to the 

King. The monarch’s cowardly sibling covets royal power and intends to usurp it through 

machinations of an neighborhood witch ally.  

     Standing in his way are Sonja, the witch herself, and personal incompetence. 

     When Sonja leaves the castle, she is at the mercy of Count and Witch. Fortunately, she has 

outside helpers of her own.  

     The first of these is a clumsy gnome boy who has gotten himself locked in a wooden cage 

while trying to obtain tempting berries inside. As a return for Sonja’s liberating him, the boy 

shrinks her to toy size by blowing on magic powder he just happens to have handy. The pair 

of children then retreat from prying eyes of the King’s brother, who has saddled up and 

grudgingly tracked Sonja by following footprints in the snow. Though the Count would much 

rather be warming himself at a castle hearth, his guiding witch won’t permit it. She wants 

Sonja’s mission hastily curtailed, fearful it just might succeed and undo her plans. 

      Hiding inside a tree trunk, Moss the gnome and Sonja can be overheard but not observed. 

They travel safely underground to Moss’s home, where his parents assure Sonja she might 

reach the Christmas Star rapidly if hibernating Great Bear can be enticed into taking her to 

the North Wind on his back. Using a blueberry treat supplied by Moss, the girl shyly 

approaches what could be a savage, irritated predator. Her bribe overcomes his ferocity, 

though, and the pair is soon off to pay the North Wind a call.  

     On a pinnacle in Arctic wilderness, bear and girl take leave of each other, the former 

claiming Boreas is likely to arrive soon at this favored haunt.  

     In her magic glass globe, the malevolent witch sees what is happening. She whisks 

magically out to the scene herself, along with a confused ally. There she instructs the count 

on how to operate an aerial broom. Her student is a problem learner, jumbling words of 

enchantment she commands him to speak.  

     Meanwhile, the North Wind arrives and counsels Sonja to leap into the air for a lift to 

Father Christmas’s territory. If anyone knows where the Christmas Star is hiding, it will be 

that globetrotter.  

     Sonja is terrified, balking understandably. Faith is required and slow in coming. At the last 

possible moment, she overcomes doubts and jumps off into insubstantial air. An instant later 

the girl is afloat on the most thrilling ride of her life. 



     Close behind is the Count, finally zooming along on the Witch’s jet broom. With fewer 

flying hours of experience behind him, he eventually tumbles off, landing painfully on snow-

covered ground. Sonja and the North Wind peacefully continue their flight. 

     Arriving at the North Pole, the girl is amazed at the bustle everywhere, final preparations 

for Christmas Eve being well underway. After initial rebuff as insignificant nuisance not worth 

heeding, Sonja is conducted by an elf supervisor to Father Christmas himself, who shows her 

a nursery of trees reflecting behaviors of human beings. Those timbers in good condition 

represent kind and virtuous people. Blighted ones belong to malefactors. Dying wood, like 

that of the King’s tree, is the result of unatoned errors or crimes. The process apparently is 

reversible. 

     Father Christmas helpfully points out Sonja’s own tree, It is green, full, fresh. He informs 

the girl she maintains the Christmas Star inside her, where it has always resided. The 

Christmas Star is love. That is something Sonja already possesses. If she can reawaken it in 

the King, he will once more see the Christmas Star’s light in the sky, where it has remained in 

the same place hidden by clouds of his own manufacturing. The girl must return and show 

proof of this by revealing a heart-shaped locket inherited from her mother.  

     New obstacles hinder return. Accosted by the troublemaking witch in a forest clearing, 

Sonja finds herself pinned to a tree trunk, its branches holding her immobilized. Identifying 

jewelry is requested. When the heroine refuses to meet that demand willingly, magic conveys 

the treasured item to her adversary.  

     Using an equally marvelous transformation, the witch’s daughter is brought to the castle in 

the guise of a blonde-haired child princess. Can she trick the King and courtiers into believing  

vanished Goldenhair has safely reappeared, unharmed, in possession of the telltale heart-

shaped case once belonging to the Queen?  

     The most striking features of this children’s film are a profoundly moving song composed 

by Johann Halvorsen heard at its conclusion and masterful sound recording, expertly 

supervised by Baard Ingebretsen. There are offsetting dubbing problems, mainly the result of 

employing a hodgepodge of voice actors from different regions. Eilif Hellum Noraker’s English 

language counterpart delivers lines with a cheerfully thick Irish brogue most inappropriate for 

a Nordic forest-dweller. The Count’s speeches are similarly inapt, hesitant and so mismatched 

to those of the King that “Brother” seems an alien wanderer in his own native land. 

     Sets and costumes correspond well with medieval Norse décor, contradicting foreign 

veneer inserted by incongruous dubbing. Scandinavian simplicity of line and form are evident 

in architecture and apparel. Traditional Viking patterns are readily apparent. 

     With brisk editing keeping wandering attention at bay and two unrewarded plotters, 

JOURNEY TO THE CHRISTMAS STAR is an acceptable holiday offering for children aged nine to 

twelve. It is too simplistic for teens, too gloomy for younger audiences. Under-nines are apt 



to find premature death of a parent an overwhelmingly depressing plot element, short-

circuiting interest in what comes later.  

     Vilde Zeiner’s restrained performance as Sonja is a welcome antidote to hammy depictions 

of count and witch which show no depth of personality or character growth. Considering the 

film’s chief audience is children in upper elementary grades, that is a significant failing. Since 

Sonja’s secret identity is disclosed to viewers at the outset, there’s little suspense to fascinate 

and entice.  

     Trying to be transparent for preschoolers and primary grade children is pointless, since 

they are likely to find prefatory scenes repellingly downbeat. Consequently, few will be 

sticking around to watch later developments, whether murky or clear. 

     Nils Gaup’s film makes a worthwhile addition to family-oriented Christmas films for older 

children. Its appeal to adults is very limited, if any. However, there are no profanities, 

obscenities, or toilet humor present. A relatively harmless witch is unlikely to be perceived as 

nightmare inducer. So parents can feel safe exposing older child viewers to this fantasy 

adventure. It’s based on a 1924 play according to www.screendaily.com in a review from 

November 12, 2012.  

     Is the story still entertaining?  

     Inside Norway, REISEN TIL JULESTJERNEN was a profitable blockbuster.  

     Outside native waters its home television reception may be a different story. 

     At any rate, the film offers an unusual plot for American audiences, perhaps a refreshing 

change from yet another screening of Dickens, Hans Christian Andersen, or O. Henry 

evergreens.   

       

      

      

                

http://www.screendaily.com/

